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1. WHAT: What is the general context in which the case takes place? What organizational or
development challenge(s) or opportunities prompted you to collaborate, learn, and/or
adapt?

2. What two CLA Sub-Components are most clearly reflected in your case?



3. HOW: What steps did you take to apply CLA approaches to address the challenge or

opportunity described above?



4. RESULTS: Choose one of the following questions to answer.

We know you may have answers in mind for both questions; However please choose one to highlight as part of this
case story



5. ENABLING CONDITIONS: How have enabling conditions - resources (time/money/staff),

organizational culture, or business/work processes - influenced your results? How would

you advise others to navigate any challenges you may have faced?

The CLA Case Competition is managed by USAID's CLA Team in the Bureau for Policy, Planning and 

Learning (PPL) and by the Program Cycle Mechanism (PCM), a PPL mechanism implemented by Environmental 

Incentives and Bixal. 
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	Case Title: Overcoming Distrust by Thinking and Working Politically
	Submitter: David Lenett
	Organization: FHI 360
	Summary: As in many democratizing countries, civil society organizations (CSOs) in Indonesia are often met with resistance from government officials who are suspicious of their activities and sensitive to critiques. The USAID-funded Indonesia MADANI Civil Society Support Initiative aims to foster a more vibrant, reputable, and self-reliant local civil society in which decision making takes place in partnership with local governments that are accountable to all citizens and capable of combating communal intolerance. Using a case from a town in Central Java in which the project’s CSO partner was blacklisted after attending a seminar criticizing the town’s leadership, the project used a combination of “cultural” and “technocratic” approaches to regain its working relationship with the government. Through quick political thinking, mobilizing relationships and a diverse coalition of voices, and the resulting adaptation, the project succeeded in reverting the government’s focus to the CSO’s contributions to development, allowing the CSO to achieve concrete policy and budget changes that resulted in service improvements. The local CSO has also been successful in advocating the local government to replicate the CSO’s work and has obtained funding from the private sector. The revision of the project’s approach has resulted in USAID being more effective in achieving its objectives. Together with USAID, MADANI has shared and discussed lessons learned from this case with staff and with other CSO partners through learning events, including on the importance of mapping local government champions of civil society participation that can facilitate informal communication spaces.
	Context: Indonesia’s general context is one in which it has transitioned to democracy with decentralized governance, and with a vibrant CSO sector that plays a critical role in representing citizens’ concerns, in holding local government officials to account, and in supporting the delivery of quality services. With USAID’s support, MADANI has provided tools and resources for CSOs to become more effective leaders and representatives of their local communities. MADANI has focused on overcoming distrust and effective working relationships between government agencies, CSOs, the private sector, and citizens. However, after decades of authoritarian rule there remains a legacy of mutual mistrust between CSOs and local government. USAID’s assessments have found that many local governments consider civil society to be unconstructive and a nuisance, but that with improved capacity, opportunities for collaboration could exist. While each of MADANI's 32 districts is unique, local governance issues are generally politically sensitive and unpredictable, and even in districts where civil society enjoys a high degree of autonomy and respect, local context can change unexpectedly. Project stakeholders must carefully monitor political and economic conditions that can affect program implementation. Regular rotation of civil servants and electoral turnover often result in champions departing overnight, so it is critical to build consensus among decision-makers, institutionalize consultative mechanisms, and create flexible coalitions of diverse local actors to advocate for common causes. In the district of Boyolali [a pseudonym is proposed for any public version of the story], Central Java, MADANI’s partners focus on improving access to quality maternal and child health care by increasing community participation in health governance, advocacy for better implementation of services, and recommendations for policy changes. The town is part of the Javanese aristocratic heartland notable for its social stratification and political patronage networks, which make the promotion of grassroots democracy challenging. 
	Dropdown2: [Adaptive Management]
	CLA Approach: MADANI adapted collaboratively, relying on relationships with local networks and backchannel diplomacy to strategically problem solve, allowing the local partner to overcome the government’s opposition and move forward with its pilot activities. The case illustrates how MADANI coaches its local CSO partners to make decisions flexibly and adjust the focus of key stakeholders in response to emerging situations.  During the first year of the project, in 2019, MADANI selected one CSO in each of the 32 targeted districts to be a Lead Partner in that district. In Boyolali, the Institute for Social Transformation Studies (LKTS) [a pseudonym is proposed for any public version of the story], a local foundation established 1985 working on community development, poverty reduction, and public service improvement, was selected as Lead Partner. To expand MADANI’s reach, in mid-2020 LKTS also established a multi-stakeholder “Learning Forum'' consisting of other CSOs, community leaders, government reformers, local journalists and university representatives. In line with the district’s focus on maternal and child health care, LKTS and the Learning Forum selected two villages to pilot a community-based approach to training village health cadres that involved collaboration between district-based CSOs, communities, and the local government.  From the outset, project stakeholders had good relationships with local government agencies. However, this changed in October 2021 when an LKTS associate was invited as a commentator on a talk show on the state of democracy in Boyolali, organized by a political party in opposition to the Regent (head of local government). When the Regent found out about the talk show appearance, he issued a circular requesting government staff to stop collaborating with LKTS. The organization was classified as being in opposition to the Regent and attempting to undermine his authority, which resulted in MADANI activities being put on hold in the district. Based on a solid understanding of the political economy of the town and quick political thinking, the response from LKTS and MADANI was two-fold.  First, using a “cultural approach,” LKTS and MADANI’s Field Coordinator in the district mobilized an influential Islamic organization that was close to the Regent and the Government Secretary, the highest civil servant. The Head of the LKTS Board is a deputy chair of that faith-based organization. Using that commonality, the Head of the Board requested an audience with the Government Secretary. He explained during the meeting that LKTS was not affiliated with any political party, that it supported Boyolali’s development, and that speaking at the talk show was done as part of civil society’s role in the public discourse on social and political issues. The commonality of the Islamic organization to both groups provided a baseline mutual understanding of cultural norms, facilitating the repairing of the relationship. Second, using a “technocratic approach,” MADANI stakeholders approached mid-level government officials working on the health-related local solution to convince local government agencies that LKTS and the Learning Forum contribute significantly to regional development through joint programs and activities with the community and government. This was done through other members of the Learning Forum, emphasizing the multi-stakeholder nature of the Forum and the diverse voices and viewpoints that it represents. Since the contributions of the other CSO partners in the Learning Forum were framed successfully as promising, the mid-level government officials provided their invaluable support for continuing the collaboration. In June 2022, nine months after the talk show appearance and after continued backchannel consultations, the head of the Boyolali Agency for Community Empowerment announced at a public event promoting the scale-up of LKTS’s local solution that the organization was no longer blacklisted. 
	Dropdown1: [Relationships & Networks]
	Dropdown3: [A. DEVELOPM ENT RESULTS]
	Factors: Enabling conditions that assisted this adaptation include the local partner’s willingness to participate in the approach, and the internal emphasis among project stakeholders to learn. Conducting mapping exercises as well as pause and reflect sessions can help a project stay on top of the shifting local political dynamics and sensitivities. MADANI’s overall approach is to act as a catalyst for locally-led change — a facilitator, initiator, convener and motivator. MADANI kickstarted the Learning Forums and thereafter supported the Lead Partner to take the lead and supported their members to seek funding actively for sustainability and scale-up beyond the pilot. MADANI builds capacities so that its CSO partners can meet the larger challenges of growing demand for their services. Placing CSO partners in the driver’s seat empowers them to identify priorities, design activities, manage projects, monitor and evaluate, and ultimately take responsibility for financing their activities. To overcome local political conditions that can be quite intense, staff must be versatile in political thinking. MADANI has done this by providing training in advocacy, community organizing, social analysis and stakeholder identification. However, this approach has relied on an openness by project stakeholders and USAID to think and work politically: to be agile and aware of the political situation, and take corrective action as needed. It was also crucial to have the internal project space to share and discuss lessons learned with other partners during the quarterly “pause and reflect” events, as well as the important initial mapping exercise of local government reformists that are able to open informal communication spaces if needed.
	DEVELOPM ENT RESULTS or ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS: MADANI’s CLA approaches have been crucial for applying locally led development and deepening collaborative governance, a key development objective of the project. At one stage, there was a risk that MADANI would have to pull out of Boyolali, not being able to sustain the collaborative governance approach. However, adaptive actions allowed local partners to rebuild the relationships. Since 2022, LKTS has built stronger relationships with local stakeholders and gone on to train 203 community health workers to assist pregnant women to access primary health services in 25 additional villages with funding from the private sector. The local government has even adopted new local regulations on strengthening these community health cadres. Though extreme, the Boyolali case is not exceptional. Many of MADANI’s local CSOs experienced initial challenges managing relationships. The project learned from the experience and adapted in a number of ways:● Strengthening the collaborative governance approach — MADANI downplayed civil society’s watchdog role in monitoring government performance and instead focused on how CSOs can help improve service delivery and better engage citizens in local planning and execution of priority services. ● Strengthening the capacity of local CSO partners to navigate complex operating environments more effectively through training in social network analysis, stakeholder analysis and thinking and working politically.● Working with local champions and resources to find and make the most of windows of opportunity.● Issuing guidelines on political activities to local CSO partners — MADANI did not prohibit political activities but asked local CSO partners and activists to consult with national office staff to avoid situations like what happened in Boyolali. This way in which MADANI (1) utilized its relationships and networks, (2) collaborated with diverse stakeholders, and (3) adapted programming to political changes resulted in Boyolali being able to benefit from LKTS’s innovations in maternal and child health care, and provides a model for CSOs to use when political sensitivities arise. 


